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ABSTRACT

Marriage advice is one of the texts that is still limited in Functional Systemic Linguistic (LSF) analysis. This is because several studies related to marriage have been carried out starting from tradition, speech discourse, traditional procession, communication, cultural and religious relations, courtesy, the law, educational values in marriage. Based on this, the gap in this paper is only in the analysis of a marriage advice text from one of the traditional leaders (in this case hatobangon). In order to fill the gap in this paper, the analysis used is LSF especially from the experiential process which is focused only on the constituents of the process. The data source is the marriage advice text from hatobangon which consists of eighty-three clauses. The investigation that has been carried out has proven that hatobangon's tendency to convey Angkola-language marriage advice uses a process: mental behavioral as much and pricked by process: relational. This finding shows that the text of the advice tends to use the wisdom side and the parable side as a form of valuable guidelines for the bride and groom at Angkola.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Angkola is a cultural area in South Tapanuli Regency, North Sumatra Province, Indonesia. The Angkola community still adheres to their traditions from generation to generation. One of the cultural customs in the community is a traditional wedding event. Marriage in the cultural area of Angkola is known as marripe. There are nine types of marriages that are known in the Angkola community culture, starting from na patugincatkon, tangko binoto, boru manaek, boru elehan, boru hiapan, boru mangalap tungkot, maninhian, elopement, and manjuiju [1]. In addition to being supported by a form of society that is based on family relations between people, this cultural custom is also inseparable from those who
regulate the occurrence of traditional events. The parties involved in regulating tradition consist of five people, namely: the king, the rich, the descendants of the king (harajaon), hatobangon, hulu balang [2]. These people have their respective functions and roles in every traditional ceremony, especially in a wedding.

Furthermore, seeing this cultural custom is interesting to study, the researchers tried to observe several studies related to marriage that had been carried out starting from tradition, speech discourse, traditional procession, communication, cultural and religious relations, adab, to the law, educational values in marriage [31–27].

However, based on the research view above, it can be seen that the analysis related to marriage advice is still limited, especially in the analysis of the experimental process. Plus the marriage advice analyzed came from traditional leaders who made this matter even more interesting to study. Considering that in the Angkola region, there are some interesting traditional leaders traced to how they see the world in terms of the traditional role they hold, and researchers are motivated to know how the experiential process of traditional leaders in providing Angkola language marriage advice.

Before exploring further how traditional leaders see the world from their perspective, it will first be explained who is a traditional figure named hatobangon. Hatobangon according to [1] explained that hatobangon was a messenger (representative) of a particular group of people that have same family name (semarga) or different family name (marga). In addition, this hatobangon can suggest the aspirations of his group to share common interests in the community, both in demanding customary rights and in carrying out customary obligations. Then, the requirement to become hatobangon ni huta consisted of: participating as the founder of a huta, kahanggi from the founder of huta, the son of boru from the founder of the huta, people who could carry out tradition, there were groups representing him, and already married and manjae. However, hatobangon could also abort if he moved Huta (hometown), died, customs offenses and has been dismissed by the king or the group that appointed him, as well as senile or crazy.

Based on this, the purpose of this study was to describe the hatobangon mindset at the traditional wedding events in the Angkola area through a transitivity analysis. However, the most focused in this case is at the core of the event in an experience of hatobangon words in the form of constituents of the process.

2. MATERIAL & METHOD

This study was using the data that taken from the 83 clauses of the two texts of hatobangon words in a wedding in the Angkola traditional book. The data was based on the hatobangon clause containing constituent process and analyzed in transitivity way with the Functional Systemic Linguistic approach. Then, only the constituents of the process used by hatobangon are analyzed.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Based on the data analysis that has been done, the study found that from 83 clauses produced by hatobangon, the classification of process constituents was obtained as follows.

Table 1. Classification of hata hatobangon descriptions

Based on table 1, it can be explained that a *hatobangon* in delivering his words at a traditional wedding event in Angkola is more likely to use the process: behavioral: mental as much as 22.89% and process: relational as much as 16.86%. The reason for using the process: behavioral: mental by *hatobangon* because the figure has a mental attitude that is wise in conveying something. His expertise in giving life advice has greatly honed his experience in bringing up the process: behavioral: mental when speaking. In addition, the role model for the community made *hatobangon* tend to use this process in carrying out its traditional role as the *hatobangon*. To see how the form of the process: behavioral: mental that has been raised by a *hatobangon*, researchers will present it in table analysis 2. in the following.

### Table 2. Process: Behavioral: Mental

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'improved'</td>
<td>'you'</td>
<td>'in peace'</td>
<td>&quot;You are improving in peace&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on table 2, it can be explained that *magabe* ‘improves’ is process: behavioral: mental. This is because in this process there are mental elements behind the physical process because improving is a verb word class which means being good. Being good means requiring a serious mental attitude process because making a change requires struggle and sincerity. Thus, this process is a mental attitude that cannot be seen but can be manifested in the form of behavior.

Then, related to process use: relational occurs because in giving advice or wise words from a *hatobangon* in the traditional wedding ceremony in Angkola, majority used parable that symbolized by certain objects. The symbol of the meaning of life through these objects aims to be more easily understood and interpreted by the bride. This makes *hatobangon* tend to issue a process: relational to support what he wants to convey. This symbolic meaning requires good experience and understanding because in tradition all have been determined and have been agreed upon from ancestors from generation to generation. One form of process can be seen in table 3. below.
Table 3. Process: Relational

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Token</th>
<th>Process: relational: identification</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ima</td>
<td>burangir sampe-sampe</td>
<td>That's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>That is Conveyor sirih</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*kinds of leave that symbolized as a present in Angkola Present)

Based on table 3, it can be explained that *ima* 'that is ' is the token that conflate with process: relational: identifier as a realization for value (burangir sampe-sampe 'conveyor sirih*'). Thus, this process is a process: relational: identification.

According to the explanation above, it can be stated that the process constituents that tend to be used by *hatobangon* in conveying marriage advice in Angkola language tend to use processes: mental: behavioral and relational processes as characteristics of *hatobangon* thinking full of life wisdom advice and giving examples of life through parables in the relational process for the bride and groom. Thus, they become equipped, hold, and have confidence in living their future lives.

4. CONCLUSION

The findings of this paper have proven that the tendency of a person's mindset can be traced from the constituents of the process used to convey something. Similarly, the analysis of *hatobangon* in this study, from the six process constituents used and from 83 clauses analyzed from the marriage advice text of *hatobangon* Angkola.

It turns *hatobangon* uses two very prominent processes from other process constituents, namely processes: mental: behavioral (22.89%) and process: relational (16.86%). This happened because of the tendency of *hatobangon*, who was in charge of providing life advice, that *hatobangon* could not be separated from the two processes.

Furthermore, the use of the two constituents of the process is very supportive of the role of *hatobangon* in conveying his thoughts at a wedding event at Angkola. The paper related to the analysis of process constituents on marriage advice still needs to be developed, considering there are still other aspects that have not been revealed, both the constituents of the participants and the constituents of the circum. It is hoped that further research can develop this analysis so that later it can add to the theoretical building framework in the constituent parts of the process which are included in the part of the experiential process in particular, and for Functional Systemic Linguistics in general.
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